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S.M.A.R.T Goals 
 

When you set goals, it is suggested that you try to set SMART ones. SMART is 

an acronym. It stands for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time- 

bound. These are the key characteristics of a good goal. Now there are multiple 

versions of SMART out there, but they all get to the same thing: creating clear 

and actionable goals that matter. 

Specific 

The first characteristic of a good goal that you should focus on is making it 

specific. Make the goal unambiguous. Tell people what to do, why they’re doing 

it, who’s accountable, and what the performance standards are. Don’t create 

non-specific goals like, “We should optimize our performance.” What does that 

mean? How are people going to behave if you just tell them go optimize 

performance? They won’t know what to work on. 

Make your goals specific. Tell people things like, “We’re going to increase 

department sales by 12 percent to achieve a corporate sales increase of 8 

percent.” Let them know the performance standards. Those standards can be 

things like error rates, speed, safety incidents, and quality scores. You can be 

driving a specific metric like profits or sales. Without specificity, people are going 

to work on the wrong things or focus on the wrong outcomes. That’s going to hurt 

performance and frustrate everybody who’s involved. If a goal is specific, 

everyone will know exactly what to work on. 

When you write a goal, take a step back and imagine you just hired somebody 

new. You’re going to give him that goal. When you do, will he know what to work 

on? Will he know what your behavioral expectations are? If not, you need to take 

more time and think about how to make that goal more specific. Tell him what 

you want changed, why it’s important, and what behaviors he should 

demonstrate that will help him achieve that goal. 
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Measurable 

The second characteristic of a good goal is that it’s measurable. If you can’t 

measure a goal, you don’t know if you’re making progress on it or not. You won’t 

know if you succeeded in achieving it. And don’t just think about the metric you’re 

going to use; you also must think through what data you’re going to pull. What 

reports are you going to use to track how you’re performing against the goal? 

What’s the frequency of measurement you’re going to use? What measurement 

method are you going to use? Will you use actual results or sampling? There’s 

nothing worse than arguing about if you hit a goal or not because the data or 

reporting were questionable. If you spell those things out early in the goal-setting 

process, there’s much more clarity on the back end as to whether or not you hit 

the goal. 

Measuring the right things 

Make sure the measure is an accurate reflection of the desired outcome. If I want 

customer retention for my organization, I shouldn’t measure things like customer 

survey results or qualitative answers to questions from customers when we call 

them. People don’t always tell the truth, or they may give you answers they think 

you want to hear but really don’t reflect their actual behavior. If I want retention, I 

should measure the total number of customers I have and how many of them I 

lose. Try to make your measure as direct a reflection of the metric as possible. 

For example: At one point, I ran a call center organization. We thought we 

wanted customer satisfaction. And we set that as a goal upfront. The thing is, 

what we were really after was customer retention. So for that customer 

satisfaction goal, we measured things like a voice of the customer survey. We 

looked at how many times customers were calling us back. We would call 

customers and ask them about their experience. And we thought we were doing 

great because all those things were trending in a positive direction. 

The problem was we weren’t measuring the right things. And it drove the wrong 

behaviors. Our associates started being much nicer to customers because they 

knew we were going to call them and ask, “How was your experience?” And our 

associates thought if the customer was happier, they would get better scores. 

The thing is, it didn’t matter how nice the associates were. What mattered was if 

they solved the customer’s problem. When we started measuring first-time 
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problem resolution, it changed the associates’ behaviors. They started focusing 

much more on, “Here’s the customer’s issue. How do I solve it in one call?” And 

guess what? Retention went up because of it. 

When you’re thinking through your goals, especially about making them 

measurable, think through how you can directly measure that goal. What sources 

of data are you going to use, and how will you report out to the organization? 

Because with that clarity, you’re going to drive behavior change much more 

rapidly. 

Achievable 

Another characteristic of a good goal is that it is achievable. If a goal is too 

extreme, people won’t even try. You may have heard of the term “big, hairy, 

audacious goals.” That sounds great: Let’s set a huge goal for the team, and 

they’ll try really hard to achieve it. The thing is, those types of goals can be very 

demotivating. The team looks at it and they say, “We don’t even have a chance. 

We’re guaranteed to fail. So you know what? Forget it. I’m not even going to try.” 

And if a goal is too easy, people won’t care about it or see it as meaningful. “Oh, 

1-percent improvement? No problem, I can do that in my sleep.” And then what 

happens? They don’t focus on it, and they fail to have any impact. You must 

balance how achievable a goal is. It can’t be too easy, and it can’t be too hard. 

People need to feel like they can be successful, which includes the notion of 

them having the skills or being able to build the skills required to achieve that 

goal. 

You’ll also need to make sure that they have the resources and support available 

to achieve it. I worked with a team that was responsible for reducing our 

customer cancels. We had customers who would call up and cancel our service 

on a regular basis. The team was given a goal: Reduce cancels by 20 percent. 

The team kind of freaked out at that. First, it was a huge number, 20 percent. 

Their eyes popped out of their heads when they heard it. The thing that made it 

even less achievable was that they didn’t have control over the relationship with 

a customer. The team was going to have to work through others in order to 

achieve this goal. 
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The team looked at the goal and they said, “That’s not achievable. There’s no 

way we can ever hit that number. And we don’t have the ability to get that goal 

done. So you know what? Forget it.” The team wrote it off, and they accepted 

failure right from the get-go because the goal wasn’t achievable. 

When you set a goal, ask your team these questions: Is this something that you 

care about? Is this something you think you can achieve? Do you have the 

skills? Do you have the support? Do you have the resources to make this 

happen? 

Now, the team could be uncomfortable when you set a big goal. That’s OK as 

long as they have some sense that if they work really hard and everything comes 

together, they’re going to be able to hit that number. So, take a step back, look at 

your goals, and ask, “Is this something that’s achievable?” If not, revise the goal 

until it’s something that is. 

Relevant 

The next characteristic of a good goal is that it is relevant. If the goal doesn’t 

matter to the organization or to the leader, the team won’t understand why 

they’re working on it. 

Let’s say I set this goal for my team: I want you to knit 18 sweaters by the end of 

December. That goal is really specific, it’s really measurable, and it’s very 

actionable. The thing is, it might not be relevant—especially if I’m the head of the 

emergency room at a large hospital. I’m giving people a goal of knitting 

sweaters? Now this is an extreme example. But many times, we’ll set goals that 

aren’t relevant to the outcome we’re trying to drive. 

If I want sales growth, I’m likely more interested in actual rupees of incremental 

sales vs. measuring new customers acquired. Why? It would seem like 

measuring new customers would tie to my sales goal. But here’s the problem: If I 

set a goal for new customers vs. sales rupees, my team might not demonstrate 

the behaviors I want. They may go out and sign up a whole bunch of customers, 

but they may all be really tiny sales wise. If I tell them I want sales rupees, they’ll 

go out and try and find the bigger customers to drive toward that goal. It’s more 

relevant. 
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The goal should tie directly to the desired outcome. If you can’t explain how the 

goal drives behavior in one or two steps, that goal isn’t relevant enough to drive 

the behavior change you’re looking for. 

Time bound 

The last characteristic of setting a SMART goal is that it is time bound. Set a time 

limit on the goal. It will create urgency and help focus the efforts of everyone 

involved. Without a time component, the goal becomes meaningless. If I don’t tell 

them when I need it done, they’re going to take as much time as they need. The 

time-bound aspect of a goal enables progress tracking, and it helps you break 

the goal down into chunks of work that can be completed over time. 
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